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I'm going to review the series as a whole here. After all, you're either going to buy the bundle, or buy the first episode, and then
you'll be able to make your own mind whether to keep buying the subsequent episodes. I really enjoyed my time with these
games! Phil has really nailed, not only the aesthetic of early Sierra adventures, but the sort of humor and style of them too. On
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top of that, they use the text parser interface of the oldest graphical adventure games. That was rather ambitious back then, but
with the modern conveniences of autocomplete AND autocorrect, it really works great.. Hilarious adventure had me laughing
from the start of the trailer until i had to leave the game for work. You should absolutely not hesitate to pick this up if you like
story/adventure games.. It's a 20 minute adventure but WOW, does it ever make use of every second. From the retro graphics to
the impressive additions to old school text-parser style adventure games, this little gem really takes you back to the days of
Sierra classics such as Leisure Suit Larry and Space Quest -- only it's SNAIL THEMED. Most importantly, it's FULL OF
PUNS! Grabbing this is a no brainer.. Most enjoyable adventure series

Chapter 2 of Snail Trek is now available! : Go get it here while it's got the launch discount, and find out what happens to those
snails!. Snail Trek merchandise is now available! : Mugs, shirts, phone cases and more here! [www.redbubble.com]. Chapter 1 is
now available! :. Snail Trek 1 patch : This patch includes: - a number of parser bug fixes - some grammar fixes - most
importantly (?), updated Baguette ship graphics. Snail Trek releasing in a couple of days! : In the meantime, check out the page
for Chapter 2 - A Snail Of Two Worlds!. Rainbow DLC now available : If you've enjoyed the Snail Trek series and want to
support to the developer so they can make more games like this, the Rainbow DLC is available for chapter 1. It outfits the main
character into moving rainbow colors (can be disabled in the Options dialog), and adds an entry into the ship's missing computer
page.. Chapter 3 is now available! : Have at it!. Patch released for Snail Trek Chapter 1 : I've released an update that fixes three
bugs: - crash when trying to save if all save slots are filled - game-breaking bug if you try to open a pod while another snail is
still emerging and doing its thing - small memory leak that probably no one will notice Note that your save games may lose just
a bit of progress with this update, as I fallback to a simpler but more robust format that keeps its integrity across code changes.
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